
Paul
Sticky Note
Over subsequent years the author adjusted his terminology used when referring to Indigenous peoples. Generally, it changed from Native, through Aboriginal, Amerindian,&  First Nations, etc. depending on the preference among Indigenous people during particular time periods in question.

Paul
Sticky Note
Similarly, the author has subsequently learned that the conflict in Saskatchewan & the previous one in Manitoba more properly should be termed a Resistances since Riel & the Metis were attempting to exert rights as British citizens by resisting Canadian colonialisation efforts in the years prior to the military interventions by the Canadian government in 1870 & 1885.



Paul
Sticky Note
To permit easier access to the references cited, see the Bibliography provided in a separate PDF in the citation of this paper with a link provided in the References Cited in the introductory post at the blog https://indianeuropeantraderelations.wordpress.com/indian-european-trade-relations-in-the-lower-saskatchewan-river-region-to-1840-thistle-1986/blog/ 









Paul
Sticky Note
For a full analysis of the failure of Canadian agricultural policy for First Nations reserve communities that restricted & in fact undermined First Nations' success at farming in order to protect white settler farmers from competition, see Sarah Carter (1990), Lost Harvests: Prairie Indian Reserve Farmers and Government Policy. Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press.  











Paul
Sticky Note
This means an agent (more or less) for the Hudson's Bay Company.

Paul
Sticky Note
To say nothing of Department of Indian Affairs policy obstruction of success at acriculture as demonstrated by Sarah Carter, Lost Harvests (1990).
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Sticky Note
But compare with Sarah Carter's analysis in Lost Harvests (1990).
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Sticky Note
Refer to Sarach Carter, Lost Harvests (1990) for analysis of these failings by the Department of Indian Affairs.
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Sticky Note
Church Missionary Society missionary & Indian Agent Joseph Reader later moved to take over the Indian agency at Oonicup (Reader Lake), Manitoba. Some valuable Reader artifacts, photographs, documents, & 1890s Cree syllabics ephemera printed in Oonicup are now found in the collection of The Sam Waller Museum in The Pas, Manitoba, http://www.samwallermuseum.ca/ . 











Paul
Sticky Note
For easier access than scrolling through the document to the Bibliography, this information has been provided in a second PDF linked in the References Cited section of the "Indian-Hating" & "Injustice of the Most Profound Kind . . ." article that refers to this paper.








